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Abstract
Withthe advent of the HumanGenomeProject. the
ability to rapidly construct comprehensiveand
accuratelinkage mapsbased on genetic markerdata
from family studies is an absolute necessity. In
addition to their usefulness in localizing genesfor
both simple and complexdisorders, linkage mapsare
invaluable tools for genetic counselingusing linked
marker genes. Several computerprogrampackages
are publiclyavailablewhichaid in the constructionof
linkage mapsby computingmultipointlikelihoods for
specified locus orders. However,these programs
workin a step-by-step fashion, requiring intensive
user-intervention and analysis at each step. Sucha
repetitive process is amenable to computerized
automation.Wehavedevelopedand tested an expert
system computerprogram, MultiMap,for automated
genetic linkage mapping. This program greatly
reduces the amountof user-computerinteraction,
increasing the accuracyand speed with whicha map
can be constructed. In addition, becausethe total
mappingtime is greatly reducedthroughautomation,
it is nowfeasible to explore and comparevarious
mappingheuristics and mappingcriteria in order to
develop the most appropriate approach, or set of
approaches, for genetic linkage mapping.MultiMap
neednot be restricted to the constructionof genetic
maps, but could be adaptedto aid in the automated
constructionof physicalmapsas well.

Introduction
One of the primary goals of human genetics is to
identify the genes which cause disease. Genetic linkage
mapsare extremely valuable for locating disease genes.
Thesemapsrely on the identification of genetic markers,
or small segments of DNAthat are knownto vary slightly
amongindividuals (i.e., DNApolymorphisms). Because
the techniques involved in identifying and analyzing
genetic markers have improved greatly in the past five
years, at least 3,000 polymorphic genetic markers have
nowbeen identified in the humangenome(Williamson et
al., 1991). However, the computational process of
constructing
maps of these markers remains time
consuming,and requires very specific expertise.
The first and most important step in constructing a
linkage mapis to determine the correct order of a set of
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genetic markers. In order to guarantee identification of
the single best order of a set of n markers, one would
have to computeand comparethe likelihoods of all n[/2
possible marker orders. As the number of markers
increases, so does the total number of likelihood
computations, as well as the length of time required for
each computation. For example, even if one could
calculate the likelihood of a particular order of twelve
markers in 1 second, it would still take 7.6 years to
evaluate all 12!/2 (2.4x108) possible orders (Weeks,
1991). Thus, investigators rely on heuristic algorithmsto
determine a good, but not necessarily the best, order of
loci in a reasonableamountof time.
There are several such heuristic approaches used to
construct maps. These mapping algorithms follow a
logical progression from beginning to end, with specific
rules for each decision point. However,construction of a
complete mapoften involves hundreds of steps, and the
process of analyzing the mapstate and applying rules at
each decision point is very time consumingand tedious.
The key benefit of our automation approach is the
rapid consu’uction of moreaccurate genetic linkage maps.
Other advantages include more rapid and efficient map
construction, as well as a mechanismfor comparison of
different mapping algorithms. By determining and
replicating the control knowledgebrought to bear at
every decision making point in the map construction
process, we have developed the MultiMapexpert system.
Our MultiMap implementation fully automates the
specific heuristic approach which we have developedfor
constructing genetic linkage maps. Further, our detailed
assessment of MultiMap on human chromosome 21 and
on computer simulated data clearly demonstrates the
accuracy, speed and cost effectiveness of this expert
system approach.
Construction of Genetic Linkage Maps
As mentioned above, genetic linkage maps are very
important for the identification of genes which cause
disease. Typically an investigator first identifies on
which chromosome
a specific gene is located, determines
the location of the disease gene on a map of genetic
markers for that chromosome,and then isolates the gene
itself through the use of molecular cloning techniques.
Genetic counseling for a given disease becomes more

accurate as the location of the gene is delineated, and
once the gene is isolated and cloned, the pathologyof the
disease can be understood and theoretically,
better
treatments and even a cure can be envisioned. For
example, the genes for Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(Monacoet al., 1986), cystic fibrosis (Rommens
et al.,
1989), myotonicdystrophy (Harley et al., 1992), as well
as for several other disorders, have been identified
through this approach.
Humanshave 22 pairs of chromosomes(autosomes),
plus two X chromosomesin females or one X and one Y
chromosome in males.
One member of each
chromosomal pair is contributed by each parent. The
particular DNAsequence at a given chromosomallocus
is termedan allele, thus for each locus an individual has
one maternal allele and one paternal allele. For many
genetic loci there exist multiple alleles whichhave slight
variations in their DNAsequence (polymorphisms). The
more polymorphic an allele is, the greater its
informativeness, or usefulness.
At each chromosomallocus, an individual has a 50%
chanceof having either one of his mother’s two alleles at
the same locus, and a 50%chance of havingeither one of
his father’s two alleles. Twogenetic markers are said to
be linked if the parental allelic combinations are
preserved more often than would be expected by random
segregation.
The degree of linkage, or genetic distance, between two
markers is a function of the frequency of recombination.
The measurementof genetic distance is expressed in map
units or centiMorgans (CM, 1 cM = 1% recombination
frequency). A maximumlikelihood approach is used to
determine the linear order, and inter-marker distances, of
a set of markers. Several computer programs perform
such maximumlikelihood computations, including
LINKAGE(Lathrop et al. 1985), MAPMAKER
(Lander
et al. 1987), CRI-MAP
(Green, unpublished data, Lander
and Green, 1987) and MENDEL(Lange, Weeks,
Boehnke 1988).
The goal of the HumanGenomeProject is to map
enoughgenetic markers such that the average distance is
1-2 cM, with no gap being greater than 5 cM. Linkage
analysis could then easily localize any gene to within 1
cMof a mappedmarker. This leads to analysis of DNA
segments of workable size, on which molecular
techniques can be applied to isolate the gene.
Frameworklinkage maps consist of useful, evenly
spaced markers whose order is well supported, although
the distance betweeneach marker maybe quite large (low
resolution).
Framework maps may be used as a frame
against which other markers can be mapped, creating a
more detailed comprehensive map, with much finer
resolution.
MultiMap Expert System
Wehave developed an expert system , MultiMap,
which automates the construction of genetic linkage

maps. It begins with genotypic damfor a set of markers
and completes the construction of both frameworkand
comprehensivemapswithout intervention by the user. It
currently follows one specific mapping algorithm,
developed in our laboratory, which has been shown to
produce accurate maps (Cox, 1992). The details of this
heuristic algorithm are presented in Figure 1 (Methods).
MultiMap uses the computer program CRI-MAPfor
calculation of two- and multi-point likelihoods, and for
estimation of recombinationvalues. The user has control
of 23 programparameters to help tailor each mapto the
specific data set being analyzed.
Initially
MultiMap orders the markers by two
measures of informativeness, so that more informative
markers will be preferentially addedto the mapover less
informative markers. Construction of a frameworkmap
then proceeds according to the given algorithm, with
manydecisions being made before the frameworkmap is
complete. For example, suppose there exists a map of
three markers: A - C - D, with a distance of 25 cM
between marker A and C, and 30 cMbetween marker C
and D. Nowsuppose MultiMapfinds that the marker B
is located between A and C with significant odds.
Because one of the frameworkmapgoals is that markers
be evenly spaced, the sizes of the two new intervals
created by adding B to this mapbetween A and C must
be analyzed. If B lies too close to either A or C, it would
not be appropriate to add B to the frameworkmap.
Markers are added to the framework map as in the
previous exampleuntil either 1) the frameworkspans the
entire length of the chromosome
and all intervals are less
than a user specified maximum
size; or 2) no additional
markers can be added to the framework map under the
user specified conditions. At this point, MultiMapwill
expand the frameworkmapinto a comprehensive map.
The goal of a comprehensivemapis simply to add as
manymarkers as possible to the frameworkmap. Thus,
the algorithm for expanding a framework map into a
comprehensivemapis quite different from that used for
construction of a frameworkmap. For example, suppose
there exists a framework map A - B - C - D, and an
additional set of markers(E,F,G) are to be placed on this
map. MultiMap may find that markers E, F and G all
mapto the sameinterval, betweenA and B. In this case,
MultiMapmust determine the order of E, F and G in the
interval A - B. Thus, the likelihood of the following 6
marker orders must be calculated:
A-E-F-G-B-C-D
A-F-E-G-B-C-D
A-G-E-F-B-C-D

A-E-G-F-B-C-D
A-F-G-E-B-C-D
A-G-F-E-B-C-D

Oncethe likelihood of each of these six orders has been
computed, MultiMap must determine whether any one
order is significantly better than the other orders. At least
9 decisions are necessary to add these three markers to
the map.
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Because the order of markers in a map is somewhat
dependenton the specific markers already in the map, the
order of a mapshould be verified at several points during
its construction. As in the above example, suppose we
added the markers E, F and G to the mapA - B - C - D.
Assumethe best order of E, F and G in the interval A - B
was found to be E - G - F; this produces the mapA - E G -F - B - C - D. Because of the additional
recombination information provided by the markers E, F
and G, it is possible that the order of the markersB - C is
nowin an unlikely configuration. In other words, with
E,F and G in the map, it maybe the case that the order A
- E - G - F - C - B - D is more likely than the previous
order A - E - G - F - B - C - D.
Addition of markers to the comprehensive map and
sequential order verification continues until no more
markers can be mapped to single interval at the user
specified level of significance.
There exist two other computer programs whose
function is similar to that of MultiMap: the Gene
MappingSystem (Lathrop et al., 1988) and the BUILD
function in CRI-MAP(Barker et al., 1987). However,
neither of these programsis as flexible as MultiMapand
both of these programs implement some restrictions
which mayresult in an incorrect order. Thus, MultiMap
fills an important niche in the process of identifying
disease genes.

(Keruighan and Ritchie, 1978) and is easily ported
different computers.
A. Building a frameworkmap.
1. Select the two most jointly informative markers.
2. LOOP UNTIL
(OR (AND
(all mapintervals are smaller than a specified
minimum,
the mapis at least as long as a specified
minimum))
no additional markers can be added to the map
followingthese rules)
BODY:
IF (AND
(the next most informative marker can be
placed in a single mapinterval)
¯ (this markerwouldnot be located too close
to
neighboring markers))
THEN
add this markerto the mapmthe specified
interval
3. Performadditional locus order verification to confirm
the best order.

Methods
MultiMapis programmedto construct both framework
and comprehensive genetic linkage maps following the
heuristic algorithms described in Figure I. These
algorithms are described using pseudo-LISPnotation.
MultiMap is written
in the Common Lisp
programminglanguage (Steele, 1984). Lisp offers many
features which makeit especially useful and appropriate
for the MultiMap program. The prototype version of
MultiMap was developed for the Macintosh computer
using the Macintosh Allegro CommonLisp package
(MACL)(Apple Computer, 1989). This version
advantage of built-in Macintosh resources such as
windows, menus and dialog boxes. The prototype also
had graphical interfaces useful for displaying the
framework and comprehensive maps. The present
version of MultiMapis being run on a Sun SparcStation
and has been tested with both CMUCommonLisp
(Carnegie Mellon University, 1992) and under Lucid
Common
Lisp (Lucid, 1991). The Sun SparcStation has
proven to be a very efficient
platform for map
construction.
While there were several programsto choose from for
computationof multipoint likelihoods, MultiMapuses the
CRI-MAP
program (Green, unpublished d_ata, Lander and
Green, 1987). This choice was based on the fact that
CRI-MAPis computationally faster and can analyze
larger data sets than many of the other available
programs. CRI-MAPis written in the language C
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B. Comprehensivemap algorithm.
1. Select a frameworkmap.
2. LOOP UNTIL
Noadditional markers can be added to the map
followingthese rules:
FORevery map interval
Determinemaplocation(s) and likelihood(s) of
remaining markers
WHEN
(any markers place to this interval only)
CONDITIONAL
( (noother
markers
place
tothesameinterval)
(addthismarker
tothemapinthisinterval)
( (allofthemarkers
canbeordered
within
the
interval
)
(addallofthese
markers
tothismap

interval))
(t
(add the single most informative of these
markersto the map)
3. Performadditional locus order verification to confirm
the best order
Figure

l.

AIgorithms
used by MultiMap
construction of linkage maps.
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Results
MultiMap has been tested
on many sets of
experimental dai_a and on more than 20 sets of computer
simulated data. The maps of experimental data were
compared with published maps. The only difference
detected between the maps produced by MultiMap and
the expected maps was an inversion in the order of two
neighboring loci. However,a simple local inversion of
marker order is not considered significant. Each of the
maps of simulated data was also compared with the
expected results. Again, no significant discrepancies
were detected in the order of markers in the maps
constructed by MultiMap.
The results of these
comparisons are given below.
Experimental Data
We have constructed
a linkage map of human
chromosome21 comprised of 43 PCRmarkers (Mclnnis
et al. in press). Without the aid of automation as
implemented by MultiMap, such a project could easily
have taken a single two weeks. Instead, by using
MultiMap,we completed this mapin a few days.
A diagram of the comprehensive
map of
chromosome21 constructed by MultiMap is shown in
Figure 2. There were a total of 43 markers in the
analysis which identify 39 genetic loci, 27 of which
could be placed in single intervals with odds > 1000:1.
A tick has been placed on the mapat the location of
each marker which could be mapped to unique
locations, with the markernameprinted to the left of the
tick. The relative distance betweenthe ticks represents
the estimated map distance between markers. The
interval locations of the remainingmarkersare indicated
by bars to the right of the map. The total genetic
distance covered by these markers on chromosome21 is
66 cM. Thus, the average distance between markers is
2.5 cM. This average interval size is within the
guidelines proposed in the HumanGenomeProject.
While the exact physical location for manyof these
markers is unknown, the order of the markers as
determined by MultiMapagrees very well with the order
published in other papers (NIH/CEPHCollaborative
MappingGroup, 1992).
Wehave completed preliminary comprehensive maps
of highly informative markers for a total of 23
chromosomes (22 autosomes and the X chromosome).
These maps will be published in a forthcoming
manuscript (Cox, Periin, &Chakravarti, forthcoming).
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A genetic linkage map of human
chromosome 21.
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Computer Simulated Data
Genotypic data for over 600 markers in 20 different
sets was simulated. The main difference between the
simulated data and the experimental data is that the
simulated data is error-free "perfect" data. This type of
data is easy to generate and enabled us to greatly increase
the number of tests performed on MultiMap. Each
simulated set varied in the numberof markers generated
(11, 21, 51, 101), their average heterozygosity (30%,
70%,100%), the distance between each marker (2, 5,
cM), and whether linkage phase was knownor not. The
ability of MultiMapto place markers in single intervals
with odds >_. 1000:1 varied depending on these
parameters. However,every marker that was localized to
a single interval was found to map in the expected
location. There were no instances of incorrect ordering
of markers by MultiMap.
Discussion
The extremely high level of concordance in marker
order between maps produced by MultiMap and
comparable maps produced by other manual methods
demonstrates the ability of MultiMapto produce accurate
genetic linkage maps. Accuracy is one of the primary
benefits of automation.
Accuracy is especially important in linkage maps,
where errors are knownto have drastic effects on the
resultant maps (Buetow, 1991). Laboratory errors
several different types are commonplacein genetic
linkage data, and have been shownto not only falsely
inflate genetic maplengths, but to result in incorrect
marker orders. While the effects of non-laboratory errors
(i.e., data entry) on such mapshave not been specifically
studied, it is clear that both markerorder and maplengths
could be affected. Whena map of 51 markers involving
over 300 likelihood computations was constructed
without the aid of automation, at least two typographical
errors were made- giving an error rate of 0.67%. Such
errors can be completely avoided through automation.
Obviously, another benefit of automation is increased
efficiency. Computerscan run 24 hours per day without
fatigue. It is difficult to measure the amount of time
saved through automation as implemented by MultiMap.
For example, the NIH/CEPHCollaborative maps were
produced by several different groups of investigators,
each using his/her own personalized mappingalgorithm,
and each employing different numbers of computers and
"mappers."
Wecan attempt to quantify the gain in speed
incurred through MultiMapas follows: the construction
of the framework and comprehensive
maps of
chromosome3 took 13 hours and required 636 likelihood
computations. The vast majority of the total time
required by MultiMapis used for likelihood estimations,
each estimated by CRI-MAP.Whenconstructing maps
without the aid of automation, for each likelihood
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computation, a user must perform three actions: a)
analyze the results of each likelihood computation; b)
decide exactly which rule to apply to the current map
state; and c) encode the appropriate parameters to
perform the next likelihood computation. Assumethat it
takes a user whois fairly proficient with computersand
has a good understanding of the mappingalgorithm five
minutes to perform these three actions. Over 636
computations, this user woulduse an additional 53 hours
to complete the mapsof chromosome
3, for a total of 66
hours. Conservatively, then, MultiMap can complete
construction of a linkage mapat least four times faster
than a user who was applying the same mapping
algorithm in a non-automated manner. Note that this
assumes the humanuser must work continuously without
breaks, and makeno errors.
In addition to increased accuracy and efficiency,
investigators can avoid the time consuming drudgery
typically involved in mapconstruction. They will no
longer need to be fled to the computerfor hours and days
at a time. Because of the gain in speed through
automation, different mapping algorithms can now be
compared. Such comparison would have previously been
cumbersomeor impossible because of time constraints.
There are several aspects of heuristic algorithms for map
construction that have not been closely examined, but
whoseeffect on the resultant mapcould nowbe clarified.
It would also be useful to allow the use of known
physical location of markers when constructing linkage
maps. For example, whenevera marker is to be added to
the linkage map,its potential location could be compared
with its physical location, when known, and this
informationcould be factored into the resulting map.
In its present form, the MultiMapexpert system is
nowan essential tool for construction of genetic linkage
maps that is in routine use in our laboratory. Weare
currently incorporating additional knowledgesources to
extend MultiMapfor studying different approaches to
mapping, and for comparinggenetic and physical maps.
In automating humandecision makingfor genetic linkage
mapping, the MultiMapproject clearly demonstrates how
expert system technology can eliminate a key cognitive
bottleneck for a vital data analysis problemin molecular
biology.
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